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The product: 

Hitched Hideaways is an app that helps users 

find their perfect wedding location digitally. It 

also incorporates 360 views of their locations, 

allowing them a more complete view of their 

purchase, so that they can book their dream 

venue with confidence. 

Project overview

Project duration:

March - May 2021



The problem: 

While the world was on hold, many weddings 

this past year were delayed.  Many betrothed 

couples were at a standstill in their search for a 

wedding venue due to occupancy and travel 

restrictions.

Project overview

The goal: 

My goal was to design an efficient and user 

focused wedding venue app, incorporating a 

360 virtual tour experience, to boost 

confidence of betrothed couples, our target 

users, in booking online without the need to 

travel. Ideally this would increase customer 

conversion and boost sales in a weakened 

market.
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My role: 

● UI/UX Designer and Researcher 

designing a mobile app for Nosh, from 

conception to delivery.

 

Project overview

Responsibilities: 

● User Research: Conducting interviews 

and usability studies

● Wireframing: Paper and Digital

● Prototyping: Low and High Fidelity

● Accounting for accessibility

● Iterating on Designs



Understanding
the user

● User research

● Problem & Hypothesis Statements

● Personas

● Empathy Map

● User journey map



User research: summary
Since the goal of User Research is to prioritize the user, I started with foundational research. I wanted to define the problem in 
order to be able to design the solution, so I asked these questions:
● What should I build?
● What are the user problems?
● How can I solve them?

1. For the empathize phase, I interviewed potential users to build empathy maps and user personas to identify their 
perspectives and pain points. I then crafted user stories and user journey maps, incorporating secondary research when I 
spoke with potential users to identify their potential pain points with using existing web services.

2. After synthesizing the information I had accrued, I was able to use the a problem statement, a subsequent hypothesis 
statement, and a value proposition on the define segment. 

3. In the ideate phase, I took everything I had learned about the user problems and started brainstorming design solutions. 
At this stage I conducted a competitive audit, and completed brainstorming design actives such as “How Might We” and 
“Crazy 8’s.”

4. In the prototyping and testing phases, I conducted two rounds of Usability Tests and wrote a detailed report on my 
findings to help guide my designs moving forward.

My assumptions on navigating a wedding venue app changed dramatically after conducting thorough user research. I had gone 
in to it thinking that it should be a fairly simple process, but after putting myself fully in my users’ shoes, wound up realizing just 
how difficult and frustrating the process can be!!



User research: pain points

Time

Andrea doesn’t have 
much time to travel to 

scope out wedding 
venues, so the product 

needs to be efficient and 
detailed so she can find 

the perfect spot.

Financial

Andrea wishes wedding 
apps and sites were 

more transparent about 
pricing. This encourages 
us to value transparency 

in our product.

Travel Restrictions

Andrea’s wedding plans 
have been hampered by 
the pandemic, and there 

still aren't many travel 
options available to her. 
We need to help her get 
a true and accurate feel 

of the destination to 
help her narrow down 

her choices.

Information 

Architecture

Andrea has very specific 
ideas about what she 
wants in a wedding 

venue, so we need to 
make sure to develop an 
informative app with lots 

of detail to make it 
easier to narrow down 

her choices.
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Persona: Andrea

Problem statement:

Andrea is a busy bride to 

be who needs a detailed 

wedding venue app 

because she doesn't 

have a lot of time to 

travel to different 

locations.



Persona: Javier

Problem statement:

Javier is a busy working 

professional who needs 

an efficient but 

comprehensive way to 

search for their perfect 

wedding location. 



Persona: Andrea

Problem statement:

Christiana is a graduate 

student who needs a 

way to find accessible 

and inclusive options for 

her destination wedding.



Empathy Map: 
Andrea

Interview Transcript excerpt:

Name: Andrea George

Situation: Andrea is a 36 year old female who recently became 

engaged. She has a demanding job as a bar manager while she 

is in nursing school full time. She also has 1 puppy and an older 

special needs dog that demands a lot of her rare free time. 

Andrea’s partner works for a film design firm that takes him out 

of town for long stretches of time.

UX Researcher: Can you describe your current process of 

searching for a wedding venue?

Andrea: I’m so busy that I don’t have a lot of time to devote to 

searching around for a venue, so I feel stuck. That’s the first 

step in this process but I feel like I can’t get very far. I need help.



User journey map

Image of user 
journey map

Creating this user journey map helped me 

understand the obstacles facing Andrea on 

her path.  It also helped reduce the impact of 

my own designer biases, by understanding 

how Andrea thinks and feels through every 

step. This new comprehension allowed me to 

recognize  roadblocks and pain-points to 

correct, by identifying improvement 

opportunities. For example adding a second 

person to log into same account, so that 

partners may share the experience.



Understanding
the competition

● Competitive Audit Spreadsheet

● Competitive Audit Report

● Crazy Eights



Competitive Audit Spreadsheet



Competitive Audit Report

My goal in this competitive audit is to identify 

my key competitors and review the products 

my competitors offer.

I am looking at their visual layout and 

navigation, how they approach pricing for 

budgets, what resources they offer, how they

handle appointment booking and their 

accessibility features. I also am examining 

what the competition does well and what they 

could do better; searching for their strengths 

and weaknesses.



Competitive Audit Report, 
cont.
My goal in this competitive audit is to 

identify my key competitors and review 

the products my competitors offer.

I am looking at their visual layout and 

navigation, how they approach pricing for 

budgets, what resources they offer, how 

they

handle appointment booking and their 

accessibility features. I also am examining 

what the competition does well and what 

they could do better; searching for their 

strengths and weaknesses.



Crazy Eights 
Identify gaps and opportunities:
How might we make Hitched Hideaways more
streamlined and accessible for users?

Three ideas generated with Crazy Eights:

● Finding the perfect wedding venue is priority of this 
app, so the focus will be in the search and filter 
section for this screen. Along with this, it could have 
an in-app map feature where users can search by 
location, and click on areas that appeal to them. 

● Have a budget calculator to not only allow for users 
to type in their whole estimated budget, but also to 
keep track of payments made to venue (down 
payments and installment payments). 

● Incorporate a guest list manager, so that the users can 
keep track of who is coming, in order to keep an eye 
on the reception costs. 



● Storyboards

● User Flow

● Paper wireframes

● Digital wireframes

● Low-fidelity prototype

● Usability studies

Starting
the design



Big Picture Storyboard 

The goal of a storyboard is to be able to visualize 

and understand potential solutions to the 

problems the user is facing. For this Big Picture 

storyboard, I am focusing specifically on the user 

and their pain points, in order to find useful 

solutions.



Close-Up Storyboard 

The goal of a storyboard is to be 

able to visualize and understand 

potential solutions to the 

problems the user is facing. For 

this Close-up storyboard, I am 

focusing specifically on the 

technical aspects and details of 

my solutions.
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User Flow 

In order to design an efficient product, 

UX designers must have a full 

understanding of their users and their 

needs. The beauty of a user flow is, by 

anticipating our users needs, we can 

create a clear and simple outline of the 

path the user needs to take to complete 

their task.



Paper wireframes 

● Paper wireframes are a fast 

and easy way to help UX 

designers quickly iterate and 

explore design ideas. For these 

five iterations (and one final 

culmination to explore in 

digital), I had a few ideas to sift 

through. 

● I narrowed it down to my 

favorite aspects of the 5 

iterations, and made a final 

frame that I thought I might like 

to work with in digital. 

Image of paper 
wireframes including 

five different 
versions of the same 

screen and one 
image of the new, 

refined version



Digital wireframes 

As the design phase continued, I 

made sure to base screen designs 

on the feedback and findings from 

user research.

The home 
screen has very 
simple 
information 
architecture, 
and is easy for 
users to 
navigate.

Insert first wireframe 
example that 

demonstrates design 
thinking aligned with 

user research Each location is 
housed in its 
own card, to 
help users 
quickly and 
easily narrow 
down their 
choices.



Digital wireframes 

A detailed navigation and 

services screen was a high 

priority user need to 

address in the designs, and 

the simple layout makes it 

easily readable by assistive 

technologies.

Detailed but 
easy navigation 
of services, that 
may also be 
read by a 
screen reader. 

Users have 
plenty of 
access to the 
necessary 
details by 
expanding a 
view to a 
broader area. 



Low-fidelity prototype

This lo-fi prototype connects the 10 wireframes in the user flow 

for booking a wedding venue. It includes connects that allow the 

user to proceed forwards and backwards within the sequence, 

and the embedded cues for user navigation are clearly indicated.



● Usability Study parameters

● Research Study Plan

● Note Taking Spreadsheet

● Pattern Identification Template

● Insight Identification Template

● Affinity Map

● Usability Study Findings

Usability Study



Usability study: parameters

Study type:

Unmoderated usability study

Location:

United States, remote

Participants:

5 participants

Length:

15-20 minutes



Usability study: 
Research Study 
Plan, pg.1



Usability study: 
Research Study 
Plan, pg. 2



Usability study: 
Note taking Spreadsheet



Usability study: 
Pattern Identification



Usability study: 
Insight Identification



Usability study: Affinity Map



Usability study: findings

These were the main findings that the usability study revealed:

People wanted a clearer 
navigation flow on the 

homepage.

Finding Finding Finding

Users wanted more clarity 
on choosing a venue 

location.

Users need a calendar 
function to select their 

booking date.
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● Mockups

● High-fidelity prototype

● Accessibility

Refining
the design



Mockups

One of the big actionable 

insights off the bat, were 

that users were getting 

confused by the complexity 

of the homepage. To 

simplify this process, I 

streamlined the navigation 

and clarified the wording. 

Mockup 1 
before 

Mockup 1 
after

Before usability study After usability study



Mockups

Another actionable insight 

came from choosing a 

venue location. It wasn’t as 

clear as it could have been, 

A redesign of the locations 

page included making the 

wording clearer and more 

accessible, and adding 

image markers. 

Mockup 2 
before 

Mockup 2 
after

Before usability study After usability study



Mockups

The most pressing P0 issue 

created the biggest 

actionable insight. Users 

were not able to choose a 

date to book their venue. 

To fix this, a new screen 

was designed solely for a 

calendar. 

Mockup 2 
before 

Mockup 2 
after

Before usability study After usability study



Mockups



Mockups



Mockups



High-fidelity
prototype

The final prototype features 

many of the same design 

elements and flow as the lo-fi 

prototype, but several more 

were added after the usability 

study.

View the Hitched Hideaway

High-fidelity prototype

Screenshot of 
prototype with 
connections or 
prototype GIF

https://www.figma.com/proto/MdDZ1SIu4yVcLELIQZ2iQu/New-Wedding-App?page-id=53%3A223&node-id=95%3A2141&viewport=3339%2C-743%2C0.25&scaling=min-zoom


Accessibility considerations

I used the Adee 
Comprehensive 

Accessibility Tool to 
generate alt text for all of 

the images in the high 
fidelity prototype.

After running my color 
palette through the Color 
Interface Tool in Google’s 

Material Resources, I 
changed my accent color 
from a light orange to a 

muted red to be AAA 
accessible. 

I made sure to include 
accessibility icons (such as 
a wheelchair) for  inclusive 

and equitable design.
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● Takeaways

● Next stepsGoing forward



Takeaways

Impact: 

The feedback I have gotten from the final 

prototype is positive. My second usability study 

showed that the design of this app meets the 

user’s needs. 

One quote from peer feedback:

“One of the best [prototypes] I have seen so far.”

What I learned:

In designing Hitched Hideaways, I learned that 

user research plays an invaluable role in the 

UX process. Based on the influence of the user 

interviews, peer reviews,  and usability studies, 

I was able to iterate a comprehensive and 

inclusive design. Also, figuring out how to make 

a mock VR 360 view of the interior was 

daunting, but fun!



Next steps

This design could be a 
very complex 

undertaking, so my next 
step would be to develop 

a user flow for another list 
item, (such as the Grand 
Ballroom for a wedding 
reception), then conduct 
another usability study to 

make sure I am on the 
right path.

Conduct more user 
research into the 

reception area of the 
design, to gather insights 
as to what the users truly 

need.
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Let’s connect!

Insert a few sentences summarizing the next steps you would take with this 

project and why. Feel free to organize next steps in a bullet point list. 

Thank you for reviewing my work!

If you’d like to chat or just say hi, my email is aleciamit1000@gmail.com and my website is 
aleciamitchell.com

mailto:aleciamit1000@gmail.com
https://www.aleciamitchell.com/splash


Thank you!


